The Hunt for 21st Century Ancient Wargames Rules, or:
"My journey from WRG 4th to Mortem et Gloriam."
By Simon Hall

Red dice are deadly. Triple black cards is bad…
In 1972, aged 8, I got my first Airfix figures and a few tanks to build....within a
day I was hooked. Goodbye football; hello Wargaming.
I went and got every book I could find in the library - the Donald
Featherstone series of “Wargames through the Ages”
were particular favourites. I joined Burnley Wargames
Club in its early days, and started Ancient wargaming
soon after using WRG 4th edition a little, and then
played 5th and 6th every week for a long time. All of
this was social and club wargaming. I heard many a
comment about "competitions" and them not being
too friendly. That was me into my mid-20s and the
mid-1980s.
After University, like many, career had to take up most of my time. Once my
work life had settled down, I joined Reigate Wargames Group in 1995, catching
the end of 7th and the beginning of Phil Barker's lasting DBM creation. I
discovered that competition gaming was indeed a lot of fun and, far from the
rumours of old, was full of very nice people indeed. I had a fair bit of success
with DBM over the years, playing as far afield as Athens and Cape Town, and
playing in the British team at many International Team Championships.
So before going any further may I take the opportunity to say a huge thank
you to Phil Barker. Phil, you have given me so many years of fun with

everything from Romans to Teutons, Egyptians to Samurai. Whatever comes
next is, as they say, "built on the shoulders of giants"....
For my part, I have always developed rule sets - I have had my own WW2
and Napoleonic rule sets for over 30 years. My biggest interest is campaigns. I
have especially fond memories of Tony Bath's Hyborian Saga that I want to
recreate someday. In 2003 I set out to write my own Ancients rule set under the
working title Charge to Victory.

JD McNeil then brought me together with

Richard Bodley-Scott, and with long-term double partner Terry Shaw we
developed the successful Field of Glory set published by Osprey/Slitherine.
I am retiring from my main work this year to focus on my hobbies and
interests - so more wargaming, and finally time to read my Slingshots properly
again. On May 1st 2016, I opened www.thewargameszone.org as a place for me
to develop and share rule systems, and as a future community area for
wargamers around the globe. Over the last two years I have been working on
new set of Ancients rules and striving to find something fresh and new that will
work well for the modern era.
Without doubt our hobby is a good hobby to have. It teaches us many good
things - opportunity and risk, relationships with a wide range of people,
planning and execution. I made a career as a Strategy Consultant to major
businesses and when asked what made me successful, I answer with full
honesty - it's my hobby that has made me good, not my MBA. We all need to
bring more young players into this great hobby, and adapt to them to allow this
to happen.
And so to (ad) MORTEM ET GLORIAM ... or (to) Death and Glory, which is
being launched in July 2016. As I started out on the journey of developing these
rules I laid out a set of challenges, and told myself I would only publish if I

found something fresh that dealt with most of them. You can all read the rules
soon anyway, so here I thought the community might value me laying out those
challenges and in broad terms (I make no apology for the fact some of this will
be cryptic until you take a proper look) share with you how the new rules deal
with them. So here goes ... I set myself seven objectives and here they are:

LENGTH OF GAME
Play a game with full-sixed armies (roughly what we have in DBM and FOG) to
a conclusion in two and a half hours. There is a general trend towards faster
results in all parts of society. Two and a half hours gives easy club nights and
evening games (no more going home at 1am) and allows three games in a day,
or a leisurely two-game day if organisers prefer.

PACE OF GAME
The game should feel pacey at all stages - during the initial manoeuvres, the
main fight, and the endgame. Sometimes the preamble takes a long, long time
and we could have the same strategic options evolve much more quickly and get
on with it. I wanted to cut out the "dull time" as much as possible.

INTERACTIVITY AND EXCITING
Try to have less time sitting watching somebody else play, and make it all come
alive by being more interactive. Indeed if at all possible find a way to create nearsimultaneous movement rather, than the I-go-with-everything/u-go-witheverything of recent decades. I wanted to make sure the game is as enjoyable as

possible for us all to play, and keeps us on edge. That is after all why we spend
hours sat across the table from our fellow enthusiasts.

RICH IN ARMY CHARACTER
Try to give the armies a lot of historical feel so that you really feel you are
leading the Huns, or the Samurai, or the Romans. Sometimes I find that
everything feels the same - its just another cavalryman on a horse with a bow. I
want to create more life in the armies I love; after all we are all letting our
imaginations run wild and we really are Attila speeding along the plains with our
Huns.

SIMPLE YET SUBTLE
Make every mechanism as simple as we can so we take the brain-strain out of
mechanics, and we can then apply our thinking capacity to our strategic and
tactical options. This way it will be fun for the average player, but a challenge for
the serious player to play well. In addition I wanted to have, if possible, an easy
access version that can bring people into the hobby (as Phil did with DBA for
DBM). Something I could see myself taking to an after-school club to promote
the hobby.

ADDED REALISM
As much as possible allow refights of great battles with a minimum of special
rules (I have always wanted to refight Cannae and Zama without special rules). I
also wanted to do something to reflect the fact that great generals often did a lot
of their work before a battle by bringing an opponent to the field in their place
and time of choosing.

MODERN AND FUTURE-PROOFED
Embrace modern technology to get away from books that are rigid and cannot
easily be updated, or lists or points systems that are trapped in eternity. Make
full use of the web to support the game and create the communities we can all
enjoy. And engage with the modern youngsters who find their phones and
tablets as instinctive as we found kicking a football.

So how does Mortem et Gloriam address these challenges. Here are a few of the
headlines:

NEW TROOP CLASSIFICATIONS
For many years I have felt we have been too bound by the "Romans and
Barbarians" split. As many historians have said this largely was to them the Latin
and non-Latin speaker. I also felt the dense/loose/skirmish could be developed.
So MeG moves us on from this in a few ways: Drilled, Tribal and Formed. MeG
classifies troops as Drilled, Formed or Tribal, which affects their ability to
manoeuvre. This may seem a small move from Drilled and Undrilled, but the

addition of a middle group gives enormous flexibility to classify troops in
character. It also has a natural feel about it: Drilled troops trained as
professionals (we can all visualise the Romans doing this), and Tribal troops
gathered when needed (we can all visualise the Britons doing this). However,
many troops were familiar with martial organisation and manoeuvre, yet were
neither of these. I was reading Doug Melville’s articles on Sassanids, and indeed
had a good chat with him about them, and they are not Drilled or Tribal - in
MeG they are Formed Cavalry reflecting something in the middle. Feels right on
paper and on the tabletop. Hannibal’s veteran Gauls at Cannae are Formed and
therefore much more controllable than in their early barbarian days, since they
had been with him and the army a long time by then. City Militia Hoplites are
Formed; the Spartans are Drilled. Just adding a middle has created a lot of new
character.

Flexibles
In MeG troops fight in a Close or Individual manner. This is less about space and
more about style of fighting. In Close fighting your effectiveness depends on
tight cohesion with your neighbour, when fighting in an individual manner it is
more about you and you need space to operate. Most troops fought one way or
the other, but many troops in history could do either. So in MeG we have the
usual Close, Loose (I have stayed with the well known term) and Skirmish, and
then FLEXIBLE in addition. Flexible foot can deploy Close or Loose and switch
between them in a battle; flexible mounted do the same between Loose and
Skirmish. So Roman Auxiliae are often FLEXIBLE and can close ranks and lock
shields, and legionaries can be FLEXIBLE and disperse and fight effectively.

Many Huns, Mongols and Numidians are flexible and can switch between being
formed and skirmishers (but it's the same rider on the same horse). Lowland
Gauls and Germans are Flexible as they grouped close together in the open. This
gives these troops - and the armies that are made of them - a great deal of new
character.

Characteristics
In addition to the basics of quality, training, formation and weaponry there is a
range of characteristics - each simple in effect but giving their troops the right
feel. So for example, Arabic light cavalry might have Feigned Flight which will
encourage opposing knights to charge repeatedly, as at Hattin. Viking Huscarls
have Shieldwall which makes them more resilient when hit. Warband have
Devastating Charger which gives them an effect called SHATTER at first contact.
And so on. There are some 20 of these that give the armies very distinctive feels
on the tabletop. All very simple individually.

CARD AND DICE COMBINED
All my life I have played Backgammon and Bridge - cards and dice are the two
great game tools. So MeG combines them with some very simple cards and
special dice that have a colour scheme on them in something I call the
CarDicE™ system.
The Command Card pack comprises a set of cards coloured black, white,
green, yellow and red. These are used to create an inter-woven movement
system that is largely simultaneous - a series of moves and counters throughout the game. They are used for big sweeping tactical moves in the early

stages of the game, and for more micro-initiatives by files of bases when in the
crunch. These cards are used in every phase of the game - charging, moving,
shooting, fighting, rallying. How you use your generals and cards is the key
differentiation between good and bad play. Red cards allow the most actions;
black the

least. A drilled Roman can do most things

with a green card, a Tribal Gaul needs red quite
often. Add a bunch of easy subtleties
and the system comes alive, but the
basics can be learned in minutes.

The Death Dice is a set of dice in the same five colours on them; they take a
lot of calculations out of shooting and combat - you read the result off the dice.
You roll these dice to cause damage and read the result from them. The Red die
is the nastiest; the black the least damaging. The dice
have four types of sides: Skulls, Swords and
Arrows, Ss and blanks. Basically when you fight
or shoot with a file you get to roll a die and
1) a skull kills an enemy base, 2) a sword
and arrow is a half kill, 3) the S is a set of
special effects (so the warband mentioned earlier get
their SHATTER benefit if an S comes up), or 4) a blank
does nothing. Simple.

All that happens is you roll a RED when you have a big advantage (2 Skulls, 3
Wounds and an S on this) and a BLACK when badly off (1Wound and 1 S on
this). You can get as much as a deadly Double-Red

PACE DICTATED BY THE BATTLE TROOPS
In MeG skirmishers do not slow down battle troops by simply "being there".
They do it by shooting effectively and making them slow and hide behind
shields if they hit them with enough fire (another simple use of the
aforementioned S on the dice). Skirmishers are simply driven back by moving
battle troops and skirmishers cannot charge battle troops except to finish them
off.
These changes put skirmishers into the appropriate roles of harassing,
slowing, screening etc. without giving them a dominant role to dictate the battle
excessively. Combined with the fast movement systems in MeG, these changes
mean that the pre-amble of manoeuvres - while full of options - is over with
quickly and you will be in combat in turn two or three. The action usually starts
within 30 minutes of sitting down.
In addition, an army cannot be broken by losing skirmishers. So you have to
kill the opposing main battle troops to win the battle. Of course, if you are a
skirmisher-based army then you can do this with your firing if you can mob
them enough! And there is a great deal of difference on the table between
different qualities of skirmishers. A superior Mongol horseman who is a skilled
shooter with a Powerbow is a lot more dangerous that a poor pony-riding Briton
who is an unskilled shooter with a few javelins!

THE 5 DAYS BEFORE THE BATTLE
The MeG Command Cards are used in
set-up to simulate quickly the 5 days
before a battle. When setting up, you
first decide who invades, and the
player invaded then puts their army
onto a generic map. This map has 25
squares representing territories. One
on axis you have secure flanks placing you army against a river,
coastline, mountain range or forest.
On the other axis, density of terrain
varies from very dense (could get 9 items) through to open plains (likely to be 1).

Both armies have a number of Map Cards on their Army Builder - many if you
have a great general and scouts, and few if you have poor general with few
scouts. So a bad general with poor information is likely to be manoeuvred out of
their favoured terrain by a Caesar with great scouting information. Now we have
a system where your generals and army design matter before the battle. It takes
about 5 minutes and terrain is then derived from this result. And we use the
same cards for out-scouting effects too.

EMBRACING MODERN TECHNOLOGY
Digitalisation of printing, the web, communications, Facebook, Twitter...the
world has moved on so much since the days when my only way into the hobby
was to find a worn hardback book in Burnley library. There is so much we can
do if we embrace this technology, and if we do not do so then we will pass
away without engaging with the next generation of potential players who live
on their tablets.
We can solve several challenges facing rule systems by using modern means.
In short, we want to have everything that will need updating rarely to be in our
familiar hard copy form, but everything that might need changes regularly to be
flexible. And we want to engage with the modern community as much as we
can.
So with MeG I am doing away with Army List books. These are far better
held on-line as a repository, so that we can add to them or change them
anytime. You can browse this library anywhere and print out the ones you want.
This means there is no risk of an accidental killer army taking over - the list will
just get mellowed down if this happens. If we make a great discovery and a new
article appears in these hallowed pages, they can be taken into account quite
quickly. And what is more the community itself can contribute by uploading its
own lists and these can be made official.
The MeG rulebook is indeed a printed article as we all want this. But it is a
ring binder with inserted pages. So if we do have changes we can simply put
new pages online so that pages 3,4,19 and 37 can be changed. No more do we
need layers of post-its and tippex to capture updates and amendments.

Web support and fora are vital in the modern era, and those of you who feel out
of date please do have a go - it's really easy and I am quite a technophobe at
heart. Fora are so useful as a way to stay in touch with players and to allow a
community to interact. Clarifications, amendments and Q&As are all best done
this way as everyone can see the conversations, and authors like me can respond
to everyone at once. And you can all gang up on the author as well.... I am
becoming quite a Facebook addict; such a great way to let people know what is
going on.
Points systems have always had challenges. First we have the issue that most
are additive, when the value of a base isn't. So put more simply, if you have a
base of cavalry, and you make them Armoured (+3 say) and then Superior (+3
say) and then give them Bows (+3 say), then the value of all of that is more than
9 as they reinforce each other. This is why many tourney players end up with
lots of Superior Armoured Bow troops - they are undervalued by design. I want
us to have lots of Average troops on the table, and indeed for Poor troops to be
common and worth having. Superiors and Exceptionals are then the rarer great
troops that they were in reality.
The second issue with points system is they are a nightmare to update once
printed in books. At worst you see rules being re-designed to fit the points
system, rather than the other way around. And there is little choice given the
expense involved in reprinting books.
Both of these is easily solved by technology. First of all the points system in
MeG is multiplicative, so in the above example the three upgrades will cost you
11 points rather than 9. For the first time the method gives us a chance to get the
points values right. Second it is in built into the Army Builder so that it can
updated at any time if ever found to be out of balance. The latter is almost

bound to occur and will only become clear after a lot more and wider playing
than any testing can achieve.

SUMMARY
I hope this gives you a flavour for what I have tried to achieve in developing
Mortem et Gloriam. It has been a labour of love, and having done this twice
now I only have greater respect for the people who built our hobby with the
generous donation of vast amount of time (I dare not add up the hours).
I hope that you all investigate further and that many of you may have years
of fun from the game and everything that happens at
www.thewargameszone.org. I hope to hear from you and "see" you the there.
For those interested, the first MeG World Championship will take place in July
2017, so get practising.
Now off to finish designing my new 12ft x 5ft sand table; I've always wanted
one of those since reading about it in those books from Burnley Library....

